Abstract. The norm closure of the set ^(90) = U {Ran(5/I)""' n {A)': A 6 £(9t)}, where 6^ denotes the inner derivation induced by the operator A, Ràn (8A) 
1. Introduction. Let % be a (nonzero) complex Banach space and let £(9C) denote the algebra of all (bounded linear) operators acting on 9C. To each & E £(9t) we associate the following objects: 8A (the inner derivation of £(%) defined by 8A (X) = AX -XA), Ran^)-(the norm closure of the range of 5^), Ra.n(8Ayw (the closure of the range of 8A in the weak operator topology), {A}' (the commutant of A), a (A) (the spectrum of A) and sp(A) (the spectral radius of A).
In [15] Hong W. Kim analyzed the set & = (J (Rani^)" n{A}':A 6 £(%)} for the case when % = % is a Hubert space and raised the following problems: [15, Question 1] . Is t(%)\& (norm) dense in £(%)? [15, Question 3] . Is every thin operator in ÉE? (where B E £(9C) is thin, in the sense of A. Brown and C. Pearcy [4] , if B = A -K for some A £ C = complex plane, identified with the multiples of the identity operator, and some K £ % = the ideal of compact operators). The subset of all thin operators will be denoted by (7").
The answer to the first question is yes. Indeed, more is actually true: &" = U {R&n(8Ayw n {A}': A E £(9C)} is nowhere dense in £(%) for every complex Banach space 9C.
The answer to the third question is no: If A -K E <£~, then o(A -K) c (0, A} (for every 9C as well).
Recall that a point À G a(T) is a normal eigenvalue of T if X is isolated in o(F) and 9C = %^ © 9^', where %^, %^ are the spectral invariant subspaces of F such that a(Tx) = {X} (Tx » T\% is the restriction of F to 9GJ and X G a(F|%(), and 90^ is finite dimensional. Then we have Proof. That 9> is open and dense and, similarly, that % n (F) is open and dense in (T) follows from [13] . Thus, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that &w n 9> =0, and this follows from [16, Theorem 3] . (Indeed, the assumption that DC is a Hilbert space is irrelevant in [16] These inclusions are actually equalities; in fact, we have Theorem 2. For an infinite dimensional Hilbert space %, ft(%) is the disjoint union of % and (&w.)~, i.e., (&w.y = &~ = e(3C)\'S.
The proof of this theorem will be given in §3. The author wishes to thank Professor L. A. Fialkow for providing useful references. QkHk -HkQk = QkG Ran(5a ) n {Qk )'.
By considering finite direct sums and Jordan forms, we obtain (i); (ii) is a trivial consequence of (i) and the Hahn-Banach theorem. □ Lemma 2. Let T E £(9C) and assume that there exists an idempotent P such that PA = AP for all A E {T}'. Then T E &(%) if and only if F|Ran P E & (Ran P) and T|Ker P £ <£(Ker P).
In particular, if a(T) is disconnected, then T £ &(%) if and only if T\%a £ &(%a)for every spectral invariant subspace %a (associated with a clopen subset a of a(T) via Riesz decomposition theorem).
The proof of the first part is straightforward. For the second part it is enough to recall that, if Pa is the projection of 9C onto %" along its complementary spectral invariant subspace, then Pa commutes with every A E {T}', so that {T}' "splits", etc. (see, e.g., [14, §5]).
The following result is a minor improvement of the Theorem in [15] . Assume that % is separable; then it follows from the proof of [9, Theorem 3] that F, is the norm limit of a sequence {An}™=1 in t(%x) such that {A"}' = {A"}" ( = double commutant) does not contain any nonzero compact operator.
According to [19 
